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Seasonal homes are a part of many people's recreation and 
tourism experiences, yet few studies address the choice, 
characteristics, use, or impacts of seasonal homes. 
Methodological issues associated with seasonal homes restarch 
8ue discussed, and a study underway in Michigan is described to 
sbow how some of these issues can be dealt with. 

htrductfion 
Seasonal homes are a familiar feature of the laban-wildland 
interface, springing up wherever them ate rural amenity rich 
areas within a day's drive of a population center. Between 2964) 
and 1980, all but 9 states recorded a net gain L the number of 
seasonal housing units (Spotts 1992). But in spite of their 
i m p w e ,  visibility, and familiarity, little is known about how 
seasanal homes are used or the impacts of this use on the local 
ma. Seasonal home use has some characteristics of tourism, in 
that it involves overnight travel away from home. Seasonal home 
visitors also make use of Iccal recreation resources, and ten& to be 
familiar enough with the local community that their use patterns 
anal i n f o m a ~ o n  needs are more like those of local residents than 
those of other tourists. 

Perhaps because seasonal home use has char~ckristics of both 
recreation and tourism. neither field has done much research on 
seasonal homes. lnfomation about seasonal home ownership is 
very Idmited, and comes mostly from occasional questions 
included in studies of other recreation or plannhg issues. l h i s  
paper outlines the reasons seasonal home research is . the 
unique characteristics of seasonal homes that make such research 
dlfficrslt, and the methods that might be useful in overcoming 
these problems. The paper concludes with an example of how 
research design issues were resolved in a study of seasonal home 
users cmently undernay in Michigan. 

Seasonal home use has strong Ihks to outdoor recreation activity. 
Seasonal homes provide overnight lodging for single purpose 
trips (e.g.. to a ski m a )  while also serving as a base for a variety 
of resource-based recreation activities. A 1978 study showed that 
a quarter of all Michigan skiers relied on faoliIy-owned seasonal 
homes for overnight housing during their ski trip (Stynes and 
Mahoney 1980). The I980 Michigan Boating Survey found that 
30% of registered boat owners also own a seasonal home, and a 
quarter of all registered boats are kept at seasonal homes (Stynes 
awl Safmnoff 1982). The boating study included enough seasonal 
home owners to identify some patterns of ownership. Ywng 
fam4ilies had the lowest rates of seasonal home ownership, and 
rates were highest among older families and empty nesters . 

Based on the findings from the boating and skihg studies, we 
speculate that seasonal homes may account for up to a qu;nrPo% of 
the outdoor recreational activity in Michigan. Seasonal home 
ownaship also pIays an hpoportand mle isl shaping tbe taavd md 
tourism behavior of seasonal home owners, iw td ing  txavef to 
and &om seasonal homes as well as day trip emmaking from a 

seasand m i d e w .  The fmmciad mmi$nl.,nt m m i a M  witb 
owning a mason& hnme represen@ one of tbe kPiawt 
wea&&iarisnr bdgeting becisions a household will1 make. 
Mmy subseguent leisure choices may be affgctQd as the seasonal 
b m e  becomes the primary vacation &stination, 8nd spending to 
furnish and maintain the b m e  precludes other travel or 
meation-relaaod purchases. 

A Staggested lesahcb Ageda 
As with any research topic, seasonal homes research should 
progress from exploratory to descniphive to explanatoay. Seasonal 
homes research from the late 'Ws and w 1 y  '70"s p v i d e d  som 
exploratory a d  descriptive infomation. incfudirag pa%rres of 
ownership andl use fm selected areas (Coppock 1977; Maxans and 
W e h m  1976; Ragatz 1969). As this exploratory research is 
updatgd we need to use qualitative a w a c k s  to enrich our 
understandling of behaviors. Efestyies, and mrtanings associated 
with seasonal homes. 

Future descripive research should update and expand upon early 
seasonal homes studies. Generating descriptions of seasonai 
h n m s  trends and spadial patterns Prom Census data and other 
secondary sources would be a good plam to stat .  Land use 
plrrnners are intemsM in tenure, lanmd and housing charateris&s 
of seasonal homes, while real estate agmts want to better 
understandi ttw: wasonal home choice m e s s .  Many business, 
camanunity service, and recreation and tourism groups are 
interested in use patterns and needs and wants of seasonal home 
owners. Further descriptive research on tbese and other topics in 
&fierent geographicd areas will provide a fmer basis for 
explanatory and predictive studies. 

Explanatory research can help us to understaard the spintid, 
temporal, and activity patterns associated witb .seasonal homes in 
order to anticipate future patterns (e.g., Bell 1976; Burby et  d. 
1372; Tombaugh 1968). ExpXanaiory studies are also crucial in 
assessing the short and longrange social, economic. and 
environmental imvacns of seasonal homes (Gamble et al. 1975; 
Gartner 1986). ~Gablishing linkages between seasonal homes 
research and other m a s  od;es&h, such as meirement milpdon, 
=.-eation. leisure time. travel. land use. and coimunitv devebo- 
ment is a &tical part of seasonal b m e i  research. ~ x i s h ~  fie& 
of study such as these will continue to be a major source of 
theoretical csncepts and models, at l e s t  until season& hames 
reseatch makes significant progress. 

Seasonal homes research topics are many and vipried. Four 
general research themes deserve some attention: I. seasonal home 
choice processes; 2. chmcteristics of seasonal homesipperties; 
3. characteristics and behavior patterns of seasonal home owners 
and users, and 4. impacts of seasonal home properties. 

UsrdeWanding Smsonal Home Choke 
Buying a seasonal home involves a complex, extended decision 
process which does not resemble the simpler consumer or 
remeation choices upon which most choice research to date has 
focused (Stewart 1994). The seasonal home decision provides an 
opporiunity to conduct basic research on tong tam, complex 
choice processes. Understitding how people l e m  about, 
evaluate, and choose among options can provide new insights into 
other complex decisions consumers make, and may also shed new 
Iighr on simpie choice processes. Because the seasonal home is 
not a necessity, the buyer i s  seldom under time pressure to 
complete the decisi~n process, '&is condition, together with the 
spatid dispersion of the alternatives k i n g  considered and the 
lack of a centralized in foma~on  source, makes the pace of 
seasonal home decision m&ing quite slow compared to otber 
decision processes. While decision research rarely includes a 
tempral c o r n p e n &  there is reason tcs beiieve ahat the passage of 
time d)oes affect decision making (Stewm and Saynes in press). 
Ohserving a decision proass which occurs slowly allows 
identification of the secjuence of everats and p3tentiak h b r -  
depndence between &me, the decision w&g ent5sonmenL and 
the decision maker. 



?&o highBights the factors that 
d i g  the buyea's decision 
ancicip@ problems the buyer 

nt stag% of the decision pmcess, so that 
s/g, can provide the right kind of a s s i s m  throughout the 
hying pnsces;s. 

I Home Charasteristies 
h Census of Housing data provides an estimate of how 

many seasonal homes there are in a given area, there is seldom 
any other information available on the characteristics of seasonal 
~ g e d e s .  Research needs to provide more descriptive 
infomation. including strudtural characteristics (single or 
multiple unik winterization), spatial distribution, physical. setting 
(lake, forest), subdivision or association affili9fion. ownership 
type (condominiw, timeshare) and so on. The envhmental 
impacts of seasonal properties were a particulw concern in the 
1970's (e.g., American Society of Planning Officials 1976; 
Gamble et al. 1975). and can be best understood if the physical 
charactenistiw; of seasonal properties are In the wildland- 
urban interface where wildfire may be a t is important to 
assess the structural characteristics. building matmi&, and lot 
charactexistics (e.g., distance to trees. driveway configuration) to 
&@mine what steps could be taken to make a property more 
defensible in the event of wildfm: (Rid  1993). General land use 
pkanning. often a contentious process in annenity-rich areas facing 
development pressures, is also facilitated by information about 
seasonal home propenies. 

U d e m n d l n y :  Sesawnal Home Bwnets and Users 
Seasonal home owners and users repesent two population groups 
with many pobntial differences. &scribing the demowaphic 
charact&stiw of these groups is a necesse  procurso;to^any 
other seasonal homes research. The enotivations for seasonal 
home: ownnship or use, the patterns of use, =creation activity 
patterns, and market area for serrsonal home developments should 
dso be addressed. 

The atpitdes, values. and beliefs of s m m d  home owners am 
often different from those of permanent residents (Marans and 
Wellman 1978). When a community is seeiring the input of its 
sesidents, it is important that seasonal residents are systematically 
included. Seasanal residents' prefewnces for mmmmity services, 
kalth cart?. ducation, and infrasmctuw should be considered, 
md should not be assumed to m h r  Vlose of perinanent residents 
(Girard and Gartner 1993). 

hbl ic  land unanagers will have contact with seasonal residents in 
many m a s  because pblic lands provide viewsws, open spaces, 
and rccwational resourres that seasonal resident9 value. Seasonal 
nesidents generally have Iess experience with mrai land 
matagement practices. do not h i d  jobs in thg. local area. md are 
very concerned about mainbinirrg the reaeational and amenity 
resources, which tafcen together can make them unsympathetic: to 
extrxtive wcs of natural resouras. Their viewpoints may be 
backd by enough education a d  experience with polcy issues to 
make them a fomid&ihle interest gmup, whichever side of the 
land managment debate they favor. 

Mearruhilng The Impact Of fka.wna& Pwpertires 
l h e  impacts of general tourism have been of great interest to 
tomism researchers and Iocd cumnunities, especidly regarding 
bow much tourism is "worth* to an area in economic terns. 
Seasonal visitors bring money into the region, and may spend 
cansiderably more, perhaps in less "leaky" sectors. than do shart- 
stay visitors. Groceries, remational equipment - often including 
major items such as boats or skis - home furnishings, and home 
mainaenance semices are a few of the categories wkre sesonal 
=sidenu are quite likely to outspend otha tourists. Many of these 
prchaws are made in the local area kairust: the items an: 
specificaliy &.sign& for the resort area [e.g., "cottage" style 
firmishings). Others are: difficult to bansport. making it 
hpractical bring them b m  home (e.g., apptimas or fresh 
f d ) .  Inclu&ng wakanal home owners and users in anont ic  
hpwt s&dies, preferably as a separate segment of visitors, 

would allow us to refine our understanding of t~urism impacts, 
and to know what kind of impacts a cormunity cstn expect when 
much of its W s r n  activity is generated by seasonal homes 
(Watcrs, 1980). 

Recreation planners need to know how many people visit the 
seasonal homes in their area, for how long, and in which seasons 
of the year. Seasonal home owners and their guests often make 
use of local recreational facilities arid should be included in local 
recreation needs analyses. The availability of major recreation 
fxilities (e.g.. downhill ski areas, golf courses) and amenity 
natural resources (e.g., forests, streams. and lakes) are important 
factors in attracting seasonal home buyers to a lwation (Stewart 
1994). Performing a recreation needs analysis that does not 
include seasonal residents not only undaaunts potential users, 
but also fails tO recognize the needs and preferems of a p u p  of 
tax paying citizens. 

Traditional poplation forecasting methods that rely on perma- 
nent resident counts have proven very inaccurate in predicting 
amenity-related migration. Seasonal home owners often convert 
their seasonal residence to a permanent retirement home. 
Research is needed to identify the property types, seasonal home 
owners or user characteristics, and communities where conver- 
sion is most likely. By estimating conversion rates for seasonal 
home communities a d o r  housing types and including them in 
population and economic forecasts, we can better predict future 
retirement migration in an area. 

Social impacts asso~iated with seasonal propexties range from 
seasonal upswings in infrashvcture and public service demands to 
potential for future retirement migration to clashing values and 
beliefs. Unlike tourists who visit for a short time and then leave, 
seasonal residents participate in conununity life more fully. They 
patmnize local businesses, use public resources and facilities, and 
involve themselves in local policy issues. Seasonal home owners 
pay local property taxes in amounts that can be significrmnt, in that 
they often own a rural area's most valuable fesidential pprty. 

Mcethodologiswl h u e s  
lhere are two ways we can learn more about seasonai homes and 
their use; (1) through studies targeted specifically at seasonal 
bomes, owners. or users; and (2) by clearly identibing seasonal 
home owners or users as subpupulations in general recneation and 
trave1 studles. lllhe former am critical to obtaining a c o m p -  
hensive profile of seasonal homes, their owners, and users. The 
fatter help place seasonal home activity within the bmader 
context of recreation and tourism. 

Seasonal homes research is complicated by several factors. The 
basic design issues are discussed under two h a d  categories: 

1) population and sampling issues, and 
2) measurement problems. 

Papulatlon aand Sampling Issues 
In any survey it is important to begin with a clear deftnition of the 
study population, lhere are four populations relevant to seasonal 
homes research; seasonal homes. seasonal home owners, seasonal 
home users, and trips to seasonal homes. Studies that measure 
characteristics of all four populations within a single instrument 
must keep m f u l  track of units of analysis and apply appropriate 
weights and gdjustments to accoutt for differences between the 
sampling unit and the unit of analysis. For example, if one 
samples homes and asks about the last trip to the home, trips by 
frequent users will be underrepresented. Conversely, a traffic 
inteKlept study woufd ovenepresent owners who make frequent 
trip. The potential biases and appro@& weighting procedures 
are? similar to those discussed by Perdue (1986) for travel surveys. 
Most seasonal home surveys will sample from populiatisns of 
homes or proprzrties in seasonal home areas. Complete sampling 
frames. rmty exist, as most pmpcrty listings do not clearly 
dislinguisb seasonal from prmanent residences. What was a 
seasonal home one year may be a p q m e n t  residence t k  next, 
or vice verse. Whether a cabin, trailer, cmping vehicle, or boat is 
slwsified as m semnaf home will depend on tlme study puspose. 



Home o w n m  are m l y  in one to one correspondence witti 
seasonal home properties, sa same care must be taken when 
sampling p p r t i e s  to study home owoers. For mmy variables of 
intefese different respnses will be given by male and female 
heads of a household. The variety of joint ownership arranp- 
ments associated with seasonal homes (e.g., paNIers in owner- 
ship, extended family ownership, time-sharing) can further 
confound surveys. Should all owners be surveyed, just the 
principle owner, or a randomly chosen owner? There is no one 
way to d e d  with these issues, but the researcher must be aware of 
them and plan a way to handle them. 

Studying seasonal home users poses even more difficult 
problems. Users n a y  include the owner, family, and friends, as 
well as renters. The owner may handle rentals or may tum th& job 
over to a property management firm. Users will include both day 
and overnight visitors. The owner may not be able to speak for all 
users, and may not even be aware of some. Use will vary over the 
course of the week, weekend and year with recreational activities. 
season, and school vacation schedules. Sampling should be done 
carefully b insure adequate representation of different time 
periods. 

M ~ r e m e n t  Issues 
I h e  wider the variation in .seasonal home characteristics, the more 
difficult it becomes to design structured questionnaires that apply 
well to ail the possible situations. Personal or telephone 
interviews have the clear advantage over mailed instruments in 
allowing for flexible questions and response categories, but both 
approaches htroduce sampling problems in that seasonal homes 
are occupied on an infrequent basis and may not have telephones. 
A seascpnal home use scenario illustrates several measurement 
problems: 

Chris and P a  Doe own a cabin in northern Michi an. 
Ch& m m s  up m rhe cabin with &a chiLlren a id  
stays the whole month of JUM. Par commutes every day 
for the first week, doesn't come the second week, and 
sgendr the lost 2 weeks a the cabin on vocation. On 
o m  day of their stay Chris and Par drive 60 miles to a 
near@ National Park, sightsee in the area, then return 
SO their cabin that night. During this time their eldest 
daughter and her fmily stay at the cabin for 4 nighrs, 
and fwo other couples visit on weebnds. The Does 
kcwe the key for a neighbor who may use the cabin i@ 
?he m a t  rwo weeks. 

Complex paterns of use like these pose problems in how to 
measwe "use". Should one measure nights or days the cabin is 
occupied, or  trips to the cabin? How should one handle 
cornmuring and distinct parties arriving in separate vehicles? 
What is "party size" in this situation? Measuring recreation 
activity is even more difficult as different people may engage in 
different activities in each day of their stay. 

Ihe IDoe's trip to the Na~onal  Park illustrates problems with 
handling trip originating at the seasonal home in recreation and 
aiavel surveys. Would a survey of park visitors ask for the E)oe's 
p m a n e n t  address and assume the trip began there? Origins and 
destinations become less well defined when the seasonal home is 
used as IQ k m p r a r y  "permanent" residence. Determining trip 
origins is especially troubiesome for people who split their time 
between two permanent residences (e.g., in Michigan and 
Florida). Problems like these must be handled properly to insure 
the data's reliability and vaiidity. 

A Study af Seasonal Homes 
A study of seasonal homes and home owners currently underway 
in mr&ern Michigan illustrates some of the research questions 
that can asise in seasonal homes research, and our decisions on 
how to address them in this situatfon. 

This swdy lnas three primary objectives: I )  to describe 
c h a r s k ~ s t i c s  of seasonal homes (location, acreage, value, 
&nure, and seahg),  and seasonal home owners (household sim 

and makeup, income, tige, motivations for 
statup, ncl~atlon in&sts); 2) to m w a e  
holne use, and median acti;vity wswiated wiO$ s a o d  barns; 
and 3) to estimate! local m a  economic impacts, assmiat& with 
seasonal homes. 

The study objectives suggest somewhat distinct survey 
approaches. Based on the f i s t  objective alone. tbe study csalled 
for a general cross sectional survey of seasonal homes or seasonal 
home owners where we would send out surveys to a representa- 
tive sample for a single point in rime. As we began designing 
possible questions, it became clear that this approach posed 
problems for obtaining reliable infomalion on use, remillion 
activity, awl s ~ d i n g .  While owners could probably estimate 
annual property tan, insurance, and major maintenance and rephair 
costs for the past year, it was unlikely that they could recall 
detailed patterns of use and trip spending over an entire year. We 
could simplify the task by getting "last trip" infomation, bur then 
the timing of the surveys becomes critical. No single tione a u l d  
capme complex seasonal use and activity pamms. Meetin 
objectives I and 3 required sampling h u g h o u t  the year. %pons 
included using a panel study in which the m e  home owners 
would be nwrtntacted thsoughout the year. or drawing indepen- 
dent sarnpks to be surveyed, in our case a subsmpIe for each 
month of the year. 

'h use of a panel survey was ruled out. Not only would patterns 
of seasonal home use tend to aggravate the usual problems csf 
panel attrition, but conta~t would need to be made by telephone, 
which many seasonal homes, especially the more mtxfest ones, do 
not have. 'Ihere were pobiems with surveying a new group of 
seasonal home owners each month as well. K general population 
characteristics were measured in different months, would the 
answers vary by season? Assessing economic impac& required 
measures of botb annual and trip-relaM expense8 in the id 
area. If independent samples were surveyed ewh  month should 
we Ax the year for annual expenses at calendar 1993 yielding 
distinct recall periods for different samples, or should we request 
annual s ~ n d i n g  within the past 12 montha. sr, that each group 
was reporting spending for a different set of 12 months? We 
concluded than annual spending on p r o m  taxes, insurance, and 
so on were best gathered near tax the, s u ~ e s t i n g  a mailkg to 
the full smple  in the spring. 

This left us with the p b b m  of how to collect reliable data on 
seasanal home use. including reneation acrivity and spendkg 
wbile at the seasonal home. We were not sure that owners muld 
make reliable estimates of these variabbs for an entire yeafs 
activities. Serious recall probIerns seemed likely, compounded by 
extremely variable use patterns across individuals and seasons of 
the year. Measuring use with any reasonable degree of accmwy 
and precision called for a different approach. We decided to adopt 
the "last trip" approach from travel sweys .  We would ask for 
detailed information about party size, spending, and recreation 
activities only for the most recent trip. This would reduce recall 
error and simplify the questionnaire. 

After weighing the two approacfies (e.g., one survey sent in the 
spring versus surveys sent each month), we decided to compro- 
mise and do both in a two-phase s w e y .  A general survey was 
sent to the full sample of 1300 seasonal homes in fate May. The 
general survey covers desnriptive information (objective 1) and 
annual expenses associated with the seasonal home. This will be 
fonowed by a 2-page trip survey that measures length of stay, 
recreation activity. party size, and trip speding far the most 
recent trip to the seasonal home. The kip survey also measures 
the number of nights the home has ken m u p i e d  during !he 
previous morra. '9he f i s t  trip survey was maiIed with the general 
survey ta save on mailing costs. In subsequent months, we will 
sarnpte only fmm subjects who have r e t u r d  ths, general survey 
and agreed to Ti out another 1 page (trip) survey. TWlis allows US 
to elimjnate p p e d e s  that do not qualify as sasoraal homes, md 
should signscantly increase response rates for the phase 2 
S ~ C y S .  



,Caaaaplhg: 
Ow samgle of seasonal homes was drawn from nanwd of p p t y  
owners on county property tax roles. Six counties were chosen to 
povide good representation of Great U e s  and inland areas on 
both the east and west sides of Michigan's northern lower 
wninsula. Three townships within each county were chosen, and 
h m e s  and addresses selected randomly from the property tax 
Iistin~s P ro~r t i e s  were considered "seasonal" if the permanent 
mailiig add& was non-local. Vacant properties were eliminated 
bv excludina alt proprties valued at less than S10.W. Rental. 
&merc i a l~mdb thkr  non-seasonal home pmperttes will be 
screened out by the fast questionnaire. ahis sampling approach 
misses some low value &mna l  homes, and anyseasod home 
owners whose tax bills are mail& to the seasonal home. MGling 
to all property owners, however. would at ileast double the cast of 
the study. Gaing dm-to-door wm also considered, but judged to 
be too expensive and not effective enough, since few people are 
at seasonal homes in early spring. 

Some of the complexities of the design and reasons for particular 
questions can be illustrated for obiective 2. For each county or 
&a, we would like to estimate th i  number of people stay& in 
seasonal homes by season or month. To estimate this number, we 
nzed ta multiply the number of seasonal homes in the area by the 
average number of days per month it is occupied, by the average 
number of people in the home each day. Seasonal home counts 
are available from the Census. Monthly wcupancies will be 
obtained in the trip survey. Respndents will be asked to &k 
the days of the month the home will be occupied on a calendar for 
that month. We will compute the average days occupied. test for 
variations by region and o h r  characteristics, and estimate some 
s h p l e  models to explain variations and predict occupancy rates 
by month. Party size will be estimated for the most recent trip to 
tbe seasonal home. Infomation about guests arrd other visit& 
staving at the seasonal home during the recent stav will be 
inGu& in estimating a daily *?size. ~eaeati;n activity 
participation data for the recent stay will he gathered so that 
person days of boating, fishing, hunting and so on can be 
estimated in a form comparable to recreation use e s h a t e s  for 
pllmment residenu. In a related study we will estimata. recseation 
cxcdvity for visitors suying overnight in campgntunds and motels 
and for day uqcrs fmm outside the county in order to round out 
Phe corriplctc picture of maeation use at the destination. 

Serwjnal homes are an impomnt element of rmreation and 
ruurism. 'The ex i s~ng  m x m h  on sca.wnal homes needs to be 
uflatoci and enbncied, working from exploratoq to &miptive to 
explanstmy studies. 

A numkr  of somewhat unique definitional, sampling, 
measwemen& and nverall research design problems arise in 
studying seasonal homes. These pmhlems rquire attention to 
inmasing the efficiency of seasonal borne studies, while also 
capturing quite extensive variations within the population: 
vRxiarinnr in seasonal h ~ m e  types. in the char~teristics and 
mtivations of owners, in the recreational activity p a e m s  of 
seasonal home users, and in the spatial and temporal use patterns 
of owners and others. As with rccmatlon and Lourism research 
more tieneraliv. seasonal home research will benefit from a 
variet? of research approaches, including qualitative and 
quantitative. cross sectional and longitudinal. and use of both 
primary and secondary dala sources~The temporal dimensions of 
.wasc~nal home choice and use indicate a need to employ 
longitudinal designs, inclwling time diaries, panel studies. and 
creative analyses of secondary data. 

Othcr sources of information about seasonal h o w  users include 
general rareation and travel studies. R~rent ion  activity at and 
tiips to seasonal b m e s  are frequently measweb in h s e  stdies, 
d&cdugh tk extent and accuracy of coverage is often unclear. If 
seasonal home ownerr; are not expliciely incfudd as a ppulation 
subgoup in r rsreation or travel sLudy, much selasonal home 
related activity will be. missed or nneasurd ina@cwately. It is 

better to exclude seasonal home use entirely than to be unsure 
about which or bow much seasonal home activity has been 
includd in a general recreation or travel study. In particular, 
genera9 survey measures of the lemporal patterns of both vacation 
trips and recreation activity could be substantially affected by the 
inclusion of a subgroup of seasonal home owners. If seasonal 
home use is to bc covered by a recreation or travel study, the 
definition of the study population, sampling, and measurement 
instrument (i.e., the design and wording of questions) must be 
given careful attention. Questions should be evaluated to make 
sure they apply to the seasonal home subpopuiation, and analyses 
should take into account the distinct patterns of this subgroup. As 
we gain a better unkrstanding of the characteristics and behavior 
patterns of this population subgroup, our ability ro acci>mnodate 
them properly within other studies will improve. 

Finally, recreation and travel surveys that do not intend to 
measure seasonal home related activity must be aware of pssible 
contamination in their results if such activity is not explicitly 
excluded in their sampling frame or &rough filiez questions. 
Recreation and travel researchers should assume that any activity 
potentially related to seasonal home use (e.g., local recreation 
during the tourism seasons, travel to and from popular recreation 
or tourism areas) may involve a population subgroup of seasonal 
home owners. Researchers need to make a conscious decision to 
include or exclude seasonal. home owners. If the choice is to 
include the seasonal home subpopulation, we remmmend treating 
it as a separate population stratum and carrying out some 
subgroup analyses. This approach will assure that the seasonal 
home wmpnen t  has been properly covered, while also 
contributing to our understanding of this important component of 
recreation and travel activity. 
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